Blinatumomab is a CD19/CD3 bispecific T-cell engager (BiTE V R ) antibody construct for treatment of leukemia. Transient elevation of cytokines (interleukin (IL)-6, IL-10, interferon-gamma (IFN-c)) has been observed within the first 48 hours of continuous intravenous blinatumomab infusion. In human hepatocytes, blinatumomab showed no effect on cytochrome P450 (CYP450) activities, whereas a cytokine cocktail showed suppression of CYP3A4, CYP1A2, and CYP2C9 activities. We developed a physiologically based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) model to evaluate the effect of transient elevation of cytokines, particularly IL-6, on CYP450 suppression. The predicted suppression of hepatic CYP450 activities was <30%, and IL-6-mediated changes in exposure to sensitive substrates of CYP3A4, CYP1A2, and CYP2C9 were <twofold and lasted <1 week. Model verification indicated that IL-6 was the key cytokine suppressing CYP450 activities; the duration of cytokine elevation was a major determinant of magnitude of suppression. This study shows the utility of PBPK modeling for risk assessment of cytokine-mediated drug interactions. CPT Pharmacometrics Syst. Pharmacol. Blinatumomab is a bispecific T-cell engager (BiTE V R ) antibody construct that redirects T cells to CD19-expressing cells; its anti-CD3 moiety binds T cells and its anti-CD19 moiety binds B cells.
Blinatumomab is a CD19/CD3 bispecific T-cell engager (BiTE V R ) antibody construct for treatment of leukemia. Transient elevation of cytokines (interleukin (IL)-6, IL-10, interferon-gamma (IFN-c)) has been observed within the first 48 hours of continuous intravenous blinatumomab infusion. In human hepatocytes, blinatumomab showed no effect on cytochrome P450 (CYP450) activities, whereas a cytokine cocktail showed suppression of CYP3A4, CYP1A2, and CYP2C9 activities. We developed a physiologically based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) model to evaluate the effect of transient elevation of cytokines, particularly IL-6, on CYP450 suppression. The predicted suppression of hepatic CYP450 activities was <30%, and IL-6-mediated changes in exposure to sensitive substrates of CYP3A4, CYP1A2, and CYP2C9 were <twofold and lasted <1 week. Model verification indicated that IL-6 was the key cytokine suppressing CYP450 activities; the duration of cytokine elevation was a major determinant of magnitude of suppression. This study shows the utility of PBPK modeling for risk assessment of cytokine-mediated drug interactions. CPT Pharmacometrics Syst. Pharmacol. The effects of cytokines on CYP450 depend primarily on duration of cytokine elevation and, to a lesser extent, the magnitude of elevation. Cytokine levels observed in clinical studies can exceed the EC 50 for CYP450 suppression. Transient cytokine elevation observed during blinatumomab treatment has a low DDI potential.
• HOW THIS MIGHT CHANGE CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY AND THERAPEUTICS þ This model has utility for DDI risk assessment and development of effective DDI evaluation strategies.
Blinatumomab is a bispecific T-cell engager (BiTE V R ) antibody construct that redirects T cells to CD19-expressing cells; its anti-CD3 moiety binds T cells and its anti-CD19 moiety binds B cells. 1 Thus, blinatumomab transiently connects a patient's own cytotoxic T cells to CD19-positive cells, such as those found in B-cell malignancies, and induces T-cell-mediated killing of malignant cells. 2 Blinatumomab has demonstrated clinical efficacy for treatment of Bcell leukemia and lymphoma, including adult and pediatric patients with relapsed/refractory acute lymphoblastic leukemia (r/r ALL), adults with minimal residual disease (MRD) ALL, and adults with non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL) subtypes. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] In preclinical experiments, blinatumomab-mediated T-cell activation resulted in peripheral T-cell expansion. 8, 9 Patients receiving blinatumomab exhibited transient release of inflammatory cytokines. Some patients also exhibited expansion of T cells. 5 Subsequent serial lysis of multiple malignant cells by a single blinatumomab-activated T cell closely resembles a natural cytotoxic T-cell reaction. 1, 2 In clinical studies, blinatumomab has been administered under continuous intravenous infusion for 4 or 8 weeks per treatment cycle. 4, 6 We measured serum cytokines, including tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-a, interleukin (IL)-2, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, IL-12, IL-4, and interferon (IFN)-g and observed transient cytokine elevation primarily with IL-6, IL-10, and IFN-g. 5, 10 Elevation of cytokines generally took place on the first day of blinatumomab treatment and returned to baseline during the second day, while infusion was ongoing. 5, 10 Interpatient variability in cytokine elevations was large. 4, 5 Cytokine dynamic profiles were consistent across studies in patients with r/r ALL, MRD-positive ALL, and NHL, and the magnitude of cytokine elevation appeared to be associated with the initial blinatumomab dose levels, especially at doses >15 lg/m 2 /day or 28 lg/day. 4, 5, 10 Because elevation of cytokines, especially IL-6, has been shown to suppress cytochrome P450 (CYP450) enzymes in humans, [11] [12] [13] we evaluated the impact of transient cytokine elevation on CYP450 enzyme activities and potential implications for drug-drug interactions (DDIs). A physiologically based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) modeling approach using the Simcyp program was implemented. 14 This approach has been successful in predicting the suppressive effect of the cytokine IL-6 on CYP3A4 substrates in patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA), bone marrow transplantation, and surgical trauma. 15 Our investigation focused on evaluation of 1) magnitude and duration of the effect of transient cytokine elevation on CYP450 enzyme activities, 2) potential of DDIs resulting from transient cytokine elevation during blinatumomab treatment, 3) key determinants of the magnitude of IL-6-mediated DDIs, and 4) utility of PBPK modeling for assessing IL-6-mediated suppression of CYP enzymes. 17 Demographic, safety, and efficacy data are reported elsewhere. 16 Evaluation of the effect of blinatumomab and cytokines in human hepatocytes Human hepatocytes from three donors were incubated for 24 or 48 hours with solvent (control group), blinatumomab 3,000 pg/mL, or a cocktail of cytokines (IL-2, IL-6, IL-10, IFN-g, and TNF-a) corresponding to the low (125 pg/mL for all cytokines), middle (2,000 pg/mL for IL-6, IL-10, and IFN-g; 500 pg/mL for IL-2 and TNF-a), or high (20,000 pg/mL for IL-6, IL-10, and IFN-g; 1,000 pg/mL for IL-2 and TNF-a) concentrations of cytokines observed in Study MT103-104. Enzyme activity was measured by comparing the formation of a specified metabolite of CYP450 enzyme substrates in control and experimental groups. These metabolites include phenacetin/acetaminophen for CYP1A2, tolbutamide/4-methylhydroxytolbutamide for CYP2C9, bufuralol/1 0 -hydroxybufuralol for CYP2D6, Smephenytoin/4 0 -hydroxymephenytoin for CYP2C19, and midazolam/1 0 -hydroxymidazolam for CYP3A4/5. The percentage of CYP450 enzyme suppression was calculated using the following equation:
METHODS
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PBPK modeling CYP450 enzymes CYP3A4, CYP1A2, and CYP2C9 were selected for PBPK modeling based on in vitro results reported here. Among patients receiving blinatumomab, IL-6, IL-10, and IFN-g are the most commonly elevated cytokines. Because of its demonstrated suppressive effects on CYP450 activity and expression, both in vitro and in vivo, 15,18 IL-6 was selected for PBPK modeling.
The clinical profile of IL-6 was modeled assuming a zeroorder input rate and first-order elimination rate using Phoenix WinNonlin v. 6.3.0 (Certara, St. Louis, MO). The resulting IL-6 kinetic parameters, total clearance (CL) and volume of distribution at steady state (V d,ss ), were used as input parameters for the simulation.
The Simcyp population-based simulator (v. 12.0; Simcyp, Sheffield, UK) was used for simulation. Simcyp models complex systems by using in vitro experimental data and demographic, physiological data from a specific patient population. 14, 19 It allows for evaluation of CYP450 enzymes in both the liver and the gut. The algorithm, physiological basis, and differential equations used by the Simcyp software have been previously described. 14, 19 Simulation parameters were based on data from clinical trials and in vitro studies in human hepatocytes ( Table 2) . Time-concentration IL-6 profiles from patients with NHL receiving blinatumomab (Study MT103-104; ClinicalTrials. gov, NCT00274742) were used. IL-6 parameters for CYP enzyme suppression such as E min and EC 50 were taken from in vitro data (median values) from Dickmann et al. Default values supplied by the Simcyp library were adopted for some parameters: the mean degradation constant (k deg ) values for CYP3A4, CYP1A2, and CYP2C9 in the liver were 0.0193, 0.0183, and 0.0067 h 21 , respectively; the mean k deg value in the intestine for both CYP3A4 and CYP2C9 was 0.03 h 21 . 20 CYP1A2 activity in the intestine was not considered because it is not expressed in that tissue. 21 It was assumed that the magnitude of IL-6 suppression for CYP3A4 and CYP2C9 in the intestine was the same as that in the liver. 15, 22 In addition, within the Simcyp simulator, it was assumed that IL-6 suppresses the rate of synthesis of CYP450 enzymes in the liver according to the following equation, 15 The simulated population size was 100 (10 trials with 10 virtual patients each). For each trial, virtual patients were between 18-50 years of age, with a 1:1 male:female ratio. The suppressive effect was calculated as a ratio of the area under the curve (AUC) or maximum concentration (C max ) of the victim drug in the presence vs. absence of IL-6 elevation.
The mean values for the trials and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were calculated.
Tests of model predictability
Model predictability was assessed through comparison with the in vitro study results in human hepatocytes (presented here) and literature on in vivo drug interactions in RA. To model RA, IL-6 infusion was simulated for 24 days at steady-state concentrations of 50, 100, or 500 pg/mL and simvastatin was dosed on day 22. Results from the simulation were compared to in vivo results reported in Schmitt et al.
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Sensitivity analyses were conducted by changing the E min and EC 50 of IL-6 by threefold to determine the effect on the exposures of the selected CYP450 substrates.
RESULTS

Magnitude and duration of transient cytokine elevation
Dose-dependent increases in peak cytokine levels were demonstrated in studies of blinatumomab in patients with NHL and ALL. 
PBPK model
Selection of CYP450 enzymes. To determine the effect of blinatumomab and cytokines on suppression of CYP450 enzymes, an in vitro experiment was conducted with human hepatocytes. Blinatumomab concentration was tested at 3,000 pg/mL, corresponding to serum concentrations in patients receiving a 60-lg/m 2 /day dose. A cytokine cocktail was tested at "low-strength" (125 pg/mL: IL-2, IL-6, IL-10, IFN-g, and TNF-a), "mid-strength" (500 pg/mL: IL-2 and TNF-a; 2,000 pg/mL: IL-6, IL-10, and IFN-g), and "highstrength" (1,000 pg/mL: IL-2 and TNF-a; 20,000 pg/mL: IL-6, IL-10, and IFN-g). The choice of cytokine strength and the components of the cytokine cocktail were based on cytokine data obtained from a clinical trial in NHL patients that tested a wide dose range of blinatumomab (0.5 to 90 lg/m 2 /day). 4 The "low-strength" corresponds to the lower limit of quantification of 125 pg/mL in the cytokine assay, 1 the "mid-strength" corresponds to peak cytokine levels in a majority of patients, and the "high-strength" corresponds to peak cytokine levels observed in the few patients with extremely high cytokine levels ( Figure 1a) . Consistent with US Food and Drug Administration guidance for drug interaction studies, 25 hepatocytes from three donors were incubated for 24 or 48 hours (the approximate length of transient cytokine elevation observed in clinical studies). 4, 5 The potential effect of blinatumomab alone on CYP450 enzymes (CYP1A2, CYP2C9, CYP2C19, CYP2D6, and CYP3A) was tested separately from the cytokine cocktail in in vitro experiments.
The in vitro experiments showed that blinatumomab did not have any direct effect on CYP450 enzyme activity in hepatocytes. The cytokine cocktail showed a suppressive effect on CYP450 enzyme activities, and generally the suppression was greater with 48-hour incubation than with 24-hour incubation. The extent of suppression was similar with "mid-" and "high-strength" cytokine concentrations, which was higher than that with "low-strength" cytokine concentrations ( Table 1 ), indicating that suppression of CYP450 enzymes was dependent on the cytokine concentrations but was maximized at "mid-strength" cytokine levels. This finding is consistent with a report that the EC 50 values for IL-6 suppression of CYP450 activities ranged from 50-600 pg/mL, with the median EC 50 value of 121 pg/mL, which is much lower than the "mid-strength" concentration (2,000 pg/mL) tested here. 18 With the "high-strength" cytokines and 48 hours of incubation, >50% suppression of CYP1A2 activity was observed in cells from all donors; >50% suppression of CYP3A4/5 and CYP2C9 activities occurred in cells from two of the three donors; and negligible suppression was observed for CYP2C19 and CYP2D6 (Table 1) . Therefore, CYP1A2, CYP3A4/5, and CYP2C9 were identified as the most sensitive to suppression of the cytokines tested and were selected for evaluation with PBPK modeling. Sensitive substrates of these enzymes were selected for use in the PBPK simulation, including simvastatin (40 mg) and midazolam (5 mg) for CYP3A4, theophylline (125 mg) and caffeine (150 mg) for CYP1A2, and (S)-warfarin (10 mg) for CYP2C9. The Simcyp built-in library profiles for these compounds were used without modification.
Cytokine selection. Of the three most elevated cytokines (IL-10, IL-6, and IFN-g), IL-6 was selected as a perpetrator of DDI for PBPK modeling. IL-6 is known to have suppressive effects on CYP450 mRNA expression and enzyme activities in vitro and in vivo, 15, 18 whereas IL-10 was reported to have no clinically meaningful effects on CYP450 enzymes. 26, 27 Studies in human hepatocytes revealed no effect of IL-10 on CYP450 enzymes even at 5,000 pg/mL (Amgen Inc. Thousand Oaks, CA, data not shown). To date, results from in vitro studies reporting the suppression of CYP3A by IFN-g are conflicting. 28 In addition, no clinical data have been published on the effect of IFN-g on CYP450 activities. 12 The effect of other interferons tested, such as IFN-a, on CYP450s appears to be dose-dependent and more selective to CYP1A2. High-strength cytokines: 1,000 pg/mL: IL-2 and TNF-a; 20,000 pg/mL: IL-6, IL-10, and IFN-c. To describe the mean IL-6 profile in patients, a hypothetical dose of 0.018 mg was assumed. IL-6 was administered as a constant IV infusion for 6 h, with the starting time 5 0. 18 The CV% for the parameters E min and EC 50 in the population was assumed to be 100%, based on reported results in Dickmann et al., 2011.
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The IL-6 concentration-time profiles representing the mean and highest cytokine levels from the MT103-104 study were selected for PBPK evaluation of DDI.
Estimation of IL-6 parameters. To describe the changes in serum IL-6 levels in patients, IL-6 kinetic parameters (such as systemic plasma clearance and volume of distribution) were estimated by a one-compartment pharmacokinetic model following intravenous infusion with a zero-order input rate constant and a first-order elimination rate constant ( Table 2 ). The mean IL-6 profile was modeled to cover all of the concentration data points above the suppression EC 50 of IL-6 for CYP3A4 to maximally estimate IL-6-mediated DDI risk. The increase of mean IL-6 level peaked at 6 hours and returned to baseline by 48 hours (Figure 2a) . A similar IL-6 dynamic profile was shown in the patient with the highest IL-6 elevation ( Figure 2b) ; IL-6 peaked at 6 hours but returned to baseline by 30 hours. The estimated mean clearance and volume of distribution of IL-6 were 0.6 L/h and 0.12 L/kg, respectively, for the mean IL-6 profile ( Table 2 ). The estimated IL-6 kinetic parameters and the median IL-6 kinetic parameters for CYP enzyme suppression reported in the literature 18 were used as input parameters for PBPK modeling and simulation ( Table 2) .
PBPK model verification
The established PBPK model was verified before applying it to the evaluation of DDI resulting from blinatumomabmediated cytokine elevations. Two separate evaluations were conducted.
Model validation via predicting in vitro observation. We assumed that IL-6 played a major role in suppression of CYP450 enzymes among the cytokines tested in the cocktail. Therefore, the established PBPK model for IL-6 should be able to predict the results from our in vitro experiment. Based on our simulation under a 48-hour incubation condition, the predicted mean effects of IL-6 at constant concentrations of 125 pg/mL, 2,000 pg/mL, and 20,000 pg/mL on suppression of intrinsic clearance of midazolam 1 0 -hydroxylation (a marker of CYP3A4 activity) in the liver were 25%, 39%, and 41%, respectively (Supplemental Table 1 ). The predicted percentages of suppression were comparable to the observed effect in human hepatocytes with the cytokine cocktail at low, mid, and high strengths after 48 hours of in vitro incubation (23%, 45%, and 52%, respectively). This indicates that the model is robust and can be used to replicate the in vitro results. The result also supported our assumption that IL-6 is the key cytokine contributing to the suppression of CYP450. Based on the result of model validation, it appears that the model has a potential for clinical DDI prediction for blinatumomab-mediated cytokine elevation.
Model validation via predicting clinical observation. To evaluate model predictability for clinical data, the established PBPK model was used to predict results from a clinical report. It was found in this study that tocilizumab treatment blocked IL-6 receptor signaling, which then decreased simvastatin concentrations in RA patients. 23 Our model predicted that exposure to IL-6 treatment at a concentration range of 50-100 pg/mL for 24 days in RA patients would result in simvastatin AUC ratios between 2.0 and 2.6. This prediction is comparable to the observed AUC ratio of 2.4 (Supplemental Table 2 ), suggesting that the model predicted the clinical results of simvastatin in RA patients well; therefore, it should be useful in evaluating DDI risk associated with blinatumomab-mediated cytokine elevation.
PBPK model application for blinatumomab
Magnitude and duration of suppression of intrinsic clearance of CYP450 in the liver. The established PBPK model was used to project the effect of the mean IL-6 dynamic profile on CYP450 enzymes in patients treated with blinatumomab. The changes in hepatic intrinsic clearance of CYP3A4, CYP1A2, and CYP2C9 marker substrates over time were simulated with the model. The maximal suppression on intrinsic hepatic clearance of CYP3A4 was 28%, occurred at 48 hours, and lasted for 1 week (Figure 3a) . Similarly, the maximal suppression on intrinsic hepatic clearance of CYP1A2 was 9%, occurred at 48 hours, and lasted for 1 week (Figure 3b) . The maximal suppression on intrinsic hepatic clearance of CYP2C9 was 17%, occurred at 70 hours, and lasted for 9 days (Figure 3c ).
Simulations were also performed with the highest IL-6 profile; the projected maximal suppression on hepatic intrinsic clearance of CYP3A4, CYP1A2, and CYP2C9 was 20%, 19%, and 14%, respectively. These results suggest that the 38-fold higher IL-6 concentration seen with the highest profile vs. the mean profile resulted in greater suppression of CYP1A2 (from 9% to 19%) but not of CYP3A4 and CYP2C9. This is likely due to a relatively high EC 50 value of IL-6 suppression of CYP1A2 ( Table 2 ).
Magnitude and duration of increased exposure to CYP450 substrates in vivo. Simulations were performed with the PBPK model to evaluate the magnitude of IL-6-induced increase of exposures to CYP3A4 substrates (simvastatin, midazolam), CYP1A2 substrates (theophylline, caffeine), and CYP2C9 substrate ((S)-warfarin) in virtual patients (the term "virtual patients" will be used hereafter to refer to both simulated "healthy subjects" and "patients" used in the model). The timing of administration of substrates was also evaluated, revealing that the maximal effect should not occur at the time of peak IL-6 concentration (6 hours) but around the time at which IL-6 showed maximal suppression of CYP450 hepatic intrinsic clearance (48 hours) (Figure 3d) .
With administration of CYP450 substrates at 48 hours after the start of IL-6 infusion, the predicted AUC ratio of simvastatin, midazolam, theophylline, caffeine, and (S)-warfarin was 1.9-, 1.7-, 1.1-, 1.2-, and 1.2-fold, respectively ( Table 3 ). In comparison, in a simulation dosing simvastatin at time of peak IL-6 concentration (6 hours), the predicted AUC ratio was only 1.1-fold (Figure 3d) . Additional simulations were performed to dose simvastatin at 24, 30, and 55 hours after the start of IL-6 infusion; the predicted increase of AUC was less than that predicted for dosing at 48 hours.
Because the highest observed IL-6 peak concentration was 38-fold greater than the mean peak concentration observed in Study MT103-104, simulations were performed to determine the suppressive effect on CYP450 with the highest observed IL-6 profile. Of note, duration of the highest IL-6 elevation was shorter than the mean IL-6 elevation (30 vs. 48 hours). The results showed the exposure ratio was <2 with the highest IL-6 profile. The predicted mean ratios of AUC and C max for simvastatin were 1.5 (95% CI, 1.4-1.6) and 1.4 (95% CI, 1.3-1.5), slightly lower than those with the mean IL-6 profile (1.9 (95% CI, 1.8-2.0) and 1.7 (95% CI, 1.6-1.8)). With the highest IL-6 profile, the predicted mean AUC ratios of theophylline (1.2), caffeine (1.2), and (S)-warfarin (1.1) were similar to those predicted based on the mean IL-6 profile ( Table 3) .
Key determinants of magnitude and duration of effects on CYP450. The PBPK model was used to evaluate the effect of duration of suppression on hepatic intrinsic clearance of CYP3A4. With constant IL-6 concentrations of 50, 100, and 500 pg/mL, which mimic conditions of chronic inflammation, the time to reach maximal suppression (i.e., steady state) on CYP3A4 activity could take >2 weeks. The magnitude of suppression depends on IL-6 concentration and duration of suppression ( Figure 4 ). For instance, with a constant IL-6 concentration of 50 pg/mL over 3 weeks, the suppression on the hepatic intrinsic clearance of CYP3A4 is 17% by day 2 but 33% by week 3. This finding indicates that the duration of IL-6 elevation is a critical factor in determining the magnitude of CYP450 suppression. Given the transient nature of blinatumomab-induced cytokine elevation, 5 its impact on exposures to CYP450 substrates is predicted to be limited.
Sensitivity analysis. To determine the impact of uncertainty of model parameters on simulation results, a sensitivity analysis was performed. The IL-6 kinetic parameters associated with CYP450 suppression, namely, maximum suppression (i.e., minimum CYP enzyme activity (E min )) and EC 50 for CYP3A4, were varied by threefold. No dramatic change in predicted suppressive effect on the CYP3A4 substrate simvastatin was found. In an extreme case (i.e., reducing EC 50 (increasing the sensitivity of suppression) and reducing E min (increasing the size of suppressive effect) by threefold simultaneously), the change in AUC ratio of simvastatin increased from 1.9-fold to 2.8-fold (Scenario 5, Supplemental Table 3) .
Similarly, a threefold decrease in both EC 50 and E min of IL-6 did not change suppression of CYP1A2 or CYP2C9 substantially. The predicted mean AUC and C max ratios for CYP1A2 substrates were 1.4 and 1.1, respectively; for a substrate of CYP2C9, the predicted mean AUC and C max ratios were 1.3 and 1.0, respectively (data not shown).
DISCUSSION
PBPK modeling has been shown to predict DDIs between cytokines and small-molecule drugs in patients with inflammatory conditions successfully. 15 In this analysis, we evaluated the application of PBPK modeling to prospectively predict the effect of transient cytokine elevation on suppression of CYP450 enzyme activities. The predictability of the PBPK model was verified by predicting transient CYP450 suppression from internal in vitro data and chronic CYP450 suppression observed in published clinical data. Model verification of the in vitro data indicated that, among the cytokines elevated in patients, IL-6 is the key contributor to suppression of CYP450 activities. PBPK modeling is a valuable approach for assessing risk of cytokine-mediated DDIs. Further, PBPK modeling has potential utility for developing strategies for clinical DDI assessment by evaluating the need to conduct clinical DDI studies and by guiding study design.
The verified PBPK model predicts the effect of transient elevation of IL-6 level on exposures of CYP3A4, CYP2C9, and CYP1A2 substrates to be less than twofold. Among the substrates tested, the CYP3A4 substrates (i.e., simvastatin and midazolam) appeared to be the most sensitive to the suppression of IL-6, partially because of the higher susceptibility of CYP3A4 to IL-6 suppression in vitro 18 and the presence of dual first-pass metabolism of these substrates in both the liver and the gut. 29 Because simvastatin and midazolam are sensitive substrates of CYP3A4, the effect on less-sensitive CYP3A4 substrates should be lower than the effect projected for simvastatin and midazolam. Owing to the negligible suppression observed in vitro, the effect of cytokine elevation on substrates of CYP2C19 and CYP2D6 was not evaluated by the PBPK approach. However, the effect is expected to be lower than that for CYP3A4 substrates.
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Time (h) Figure 4 Predicted time course of IL-6 suppression on CL int of CYP3A4 at constant IL-6 concentrations (50, 100, and 500 pg/mL) for 3 weeks, as measured by CL int of simvastatin. CL int , intrinsic clearance; CYP, cytochrome P450; IL, interleukin.
suppressor-dependent and intrinsic parameters. A key intrinsic factor is the turnover/half-life of the inhibited enzyme. This cannot be determined directly in vivo in humans. In simulations, we used the default Simcyp setting for hepatic and gut CYP3A4 half-lives (36 and 23 hours, respectively). This hepatic half-life value is consistent with estimates from clinical DDI data involving either timedependent inhibition or induction time course of CYP3A4, whereas the half-life of gut CYP3A4 reflects the faster turnover of enterocytes relative to that of the enzyme. 30, 31 In this analysis, the predicted effect of the highest IL-6 profile on CYP450 enzymes was slightly lower than that from the observed mean IL-6 profile, indicating that duration of IL-6 elevation may be a more critical factor in determining the magnitude of CYP450 suppression than extent of IL-6 elevation, particularly when the elevated IL-6 level exceeds the EC 50 for CYP450 suppression. This was supported by simulations of the time course of CYP3A4 suppression with constant IL-6 concentrations ( Figure 4) . Our sensitivity analysis also demonstrated that the predictions were not sensitive to the variation of key model parameters, EC 50 and E min , possibly due to the transient nature of IL-6 elevation 15 ; this further increased our confidence in the prediction.
One consequence of increased IL-6 concentrations can be elevation of CRP levels. 32 A transient increase of CRP was observed in parallel with increases in cytokines. An inverse correlation between CRP levels and CYP3A activity in patients with cancer has been reported. 33, 34 Large changes in circulating CRP may be a predictive marker of the clinical suppression and desuppression of CYPs. 34 The duration of CRP elevation in patients receiving blinatumomab treatment lasted for 1-2 weeks, and the elevation peaked in the first 1-2 days after blinatumomab infusion start. The duration of CRP elevation may be indicative of the duration of CYP3A4 enzyme suppression, which is consistent with our model prediction.
The degree of cytokine elevation during blinatumomab treatment is highly variable from patient to patient. Hence, a dedicated clinical DDI study in patient populations with a meaningful sample size may not be practical. Using the PBPK model to assess the effects of elevated cytokine levels on suppression of CYP450 enzymes was a viable approach for risk assessment for blinatumomab, and potentially for other therapeutics or diseases that influence cytokine levels. 35, 36 For example, some patients treated with CD19-targeting chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T-cell therapy had a 75-fold increase over pretreatment baseline levels in two of the seven measured cytokines. 37 Similarly, in patients with psoriasis, mean systemic IL-6 concentrations were elevated 1.3-12.1-fold compared with matched controls. 36 There have been reports that elevation of cytokines can modulate the levels of transporters and other proteins that play a role in the disposition of some drugs. 38 Our model did not assess transporter-mediated DDI with drugs such as pravastatin and pitavastatin 39 because of the absence of kinetic parameters for the influence of cytokines on transporters. Future research on the effects of cytokines on transporters is highly encouraged. Despite the limitation, this analysis provided a rational assessment of the influence of transient cytokine elevation on CYP450 enzymes and their substrates.
In summary, our investigation suggests that the magnitude of the suppressive effect of transient cytokine elevation on hepatic CYP450 enzyme activities is <30% for up to a week. In addition, the changes in exposures to substrates of CYP3A4, CYP1A2, and CYP2C9 are expected to be <twofold and the magnitude of CYP450 suppression is highly dependent on the duration of cytokine elevation. Since transient elevation of cytokines may suppress CYP450 enzyme activities, routine monitoring of exposure to concomitant CYP450 substrates with a narrow therapeutic index should be considered.
